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In "Near-Alternating Yowels and Consonants" in the August 2000 issue of Word Ways, A. 
Ross Eckler exhibited English words for all but three of the 178 distinct ways one can assign 
consonants and vowels to ten-letter words so that there are no more than two consonants or two 
vowels in succession. In the following, I demonstrate that one can find Dutch examples for 














































CCYYCYYCCY driedaag e 
CCYYCYYCYY theekoelie 









CYCYCVCCVY vivi ectie 
CVCVCVCYCV farizeYsme 
CYCVCYYCCY revaluatie 



























































































































This is the name ofa new children's book by Mike Reis , Word Way ub criber and 
erstwhile author. Selling for $13.99 and published by Price/ tem/ loan, it i a 32-
page poem about a boy who invents an anagram ray, which does uch amazing thing 
as change his AUNT into a TUNA and his friend BRIA into a BRAI . Entertaininaly 
. . 0 
written III a style resembling Dr. Seuss, it should charm reader older than the 4-to-8-
year old target audience. An extract: 
At school, Show and Tell started out rather slow, 
Cathy brought mustard. And Gary a hoe. 
But things got exciting when Ned ' Mix-up Ray 
Made CATHY a YACHT and then turned GARY G RA Y ... 
Then Ned went too far MR. ETON, the teacher 
Turned into a MONSTER a three-headed creature! 
And suddenly Ned knew this wasn't a game 
Things were a NIGHTMARE without the RIGHT NAME! 
